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DOWNDOWNDOWNDOWN    

1. Has a pair of pincers to defend itself

2. Can fly backwards and do loops!

3. Is attracted to light 

4. Has 8 legs but isn’t a spider  

5. Uses its two back legs like oars

7. Flutters about and smells with its feet!

8. Means ‘100 legs’ but it only has about 30

11. A garden pest killed with pellets

13. Makes yummy, sticky sweet stuff

15. Builds a paper nest by chewing wood

17. Tiny insect that is eaten by 19 across
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1. Has a pair of pincers to defend itself 

2. Can fly backwards and do loops! 

like oars to paddle  

7. Flutters about and smells with its feet! 

8. Means ‘100 legs’ but it only has about 30 

11. A garden pest killed with pellets 

Makes yummy, sticky sweet stuff 

15. Builds a paper nest by chewing wood 

17. Tiny insect that is eaten by 19 across 

ACROSSACROSSACROSSACROSS    

6. Has no arms or legs and lives underground

9. Sometimes called a Green Stink Bug

10. Has big jaws shaped like deer antlers

12. Carries its home on its back

14. These outnumber all other animals on earth!

16. Has 14 legs and a hard, grey shell

18. Can jump 20 times its own length

19. Bright red to scare off predators

20. Blood sucker
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o arms or legs and lives underground 

9. Sometimes called a Green Stink Bug 

ig jaws shaped like deer antlers 

12. Carries its home on its back 

outnumber all other animals on earth! 

16. Has 14 legs and a hard, grey shell 

18. Can jump 20 times its own length 

19. Bright red to scare off predators 


